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Quite a lot has happened recently…

• Court judgments:
- Walker v Innospec, BBC v Bradbury, IBM v Dalgleish

• GDPR – a brief overview and action points

• New anti-money laundering requirements

• Regulator activity:
- Hoover RAA, British Steel RAA, criminal prosecutions
for failure to provide information



Court judgments: Walker v Innospec

Key points:

• Civil partner/same sex spouse pensions must be
calculated in same way as for opposite sex spouse

• Pensions can no longer be restricted by reference
to only post-4 December 2005 pensionable service

• Schemes that currently restrict such pensions
need to change practice

• Rule amendment and revisit
past payments



Court judgments: BBC v Bradbury

Key points:

• Long-running dispute

• Argument centered on cap on Pensionable Pay

• S91 of the PA95 (inalienability) also discussed

• The employer’s duty of trust and confidence

• Can employers breathe a sigh of relief?



Court judgments: IBM v Dalgleish

Key points:

• Court of Appeal: IBM did not
breach duty of good faith when
implementing DB scheme changes

• High Court placed too much emphasis on
members’ “reasonable expectations”

• Critical question - Was IBM’s decision one which
no rational decision-maker could have reached?

• Court has effectively “lowered the bar” for
employers considering pension benefit changes



GDPR – a brief overview and action points



GDPR – a brief overview and action points

Background and status
• Takes effect 25 May 2018
• Replaces DPA’98
• Makes number of changes to existing UK DP law
• New Data Protection Bill – effective pre and post Brexit

Information held by Trustees
• Explicit requirement to know data held, source and who shared with
• Means data subjects/ICO can assess legal basis for processing
• Inform trustees about possible additional steps for GDPR

compliance, e.g. identify unnecessary data
• Action point: Carry out data audit



GDPR – a brief overview and action points

Communicating privacy information
• Trustees must communicate reasons/legal basis for processing, how

long data held for and information about right to complain to ICO
• Notices must be concise, transparent, intelligible and accessible
• Action point: Review/update existing privacy notices

Data rights (including subject access requests)
• New data rights, e.g. delete personal data where processing

unnecessary, data portability
• SAR requirements more onerous, e.g. compliance = one month,

limited opportunities to charge £10 fee
• Action point: Implement/update procedures to ensure can

respond in timely manner to data requests



GDPR – a brief overview and action points

Member consent
• Consent to processing personal data more difficult to obtain
• Must be freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous
• Positive opt-in – cannot infer consent
• Action point: Review/update existing consents

Legal basis for processing personal data
• Processing necessary for the performance of a contract
• More likely – Processing necessary for the purposes of legitimate

interests pursued by the trustees or compliance with law
• May have practical implications, e.g. modified member rights
• Action point: Determine legal basis, document basis and

update privacy notices to explain



GDPR – a brief overview and action points

Accountability – demonstrating compliance

• Accountability principle – demonstrate how comply with data protection
principles

• Action point: Keep records of data processing, implement/update
technical/organisational measures, undertake DPIAs, appoint DPO

Data breaches and fines

• New mandatory requirement to notify breaches to ICO where likely to result in
risk to rights/freedoms of individuals – 72 hours

• Failure to notify = fine of higher of €10m or 2% of annual turnover (?)

• Breach – fine of higher of €20m or 4% of annual turnover (?)

• Action point: Ensure procedures in place to identify, assess, record and
notify breaches and consider protection for breaches



GDPR – a brief overview and action points

Contracts with data processors
• Direct legal obligations on data processors, e.g. data security

measures, data processing records
• Must also ensure contract with data controllers contain certain

minimum provisions
• Action point: Review/update contracts with data processors



New anti-money laundering requirements

• What are they called?

• What do they do?

• Why are they relevant to pensions?
• “trust or company service providers”
• “beneficial owner” records:

• Record-keeping and provision of information
• Beneficiary information to HMRC



Regulator activity: Hoover RAA

Key points:

• RAA approved in relation to Hoover
(1987) Pension Scheme following
appointment of “Skilled Person” to
report on Hoover’s financial position

• Approved on basis is reasonable and appropriate
course which achieves best outcome for members
and PPF and safeguards jobs

• Scheme will transfer to PPF following receipt of
£60m from Hoover and 33% stake

• tPR – RAAs are rare and subject to strict criteria



Regulator activity: British Steel Pension
Scheme (“BSPS”)

Key points:

• tPR has announced initial approval of RAA

• Arrangement will separate BSPS from Tata Steel

• Terms of the RAA:
• Payment of £550m by TS to BSPS
• BSPS to receive 33% equity stake in TS
• Clearance statement issued

• Formal approval on 11 September?

• What about the members?

• What happened to Section 67?



Regulator activity: Criminal prosecutions for
failure to provide information

Key points:

• Section 72 of PA04 – power for tPR to provide
information notice in relation to documents and
information relevant to exercise of its functions

• Failure to comply without a reasonable excuse =
criminal offence under Section 77(1) of PA04

• tPR getting tougher

• Successful criminal convictions

• Important enforcement tool



Any questions

Any questions?
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